DRUIDIC
MEMORY
PALACE

Ice is cold and clear,
frost floor of glittering gems,
beautiful to behold.

Day is song of God,
and His blessing dear to man,
in Maker's light.

Gardening is growth,
bringing earthly abundance,
to men before needs.

Heritage is great,
when rightful before proper
is harvest shared.

Livestock is blessing,
Yew is gentle giant,
yet wile before God's judgement deep rooted in home ground,
deserves flogging.
and keeper of flame.

Oak is food for fire,
keeping faith over bird bath,
withstanding ocean.

Wild ox is great horns,
ferocious and brave beast,
forward and fighting.

Pawn is greenhorn,
learning laughter amongst men,
in beer drinking hall.

Ash is friend of fire,
standing tall, straight upright,
though many fight it.

Thorn is sharp pain,
and dwelling thereupon evil.
Rightful to boundless.

Elk-sedge is swamp straw,
causing furious blood on fire,
by sword scratches.

Wild cow is great arm,
and horse riding warrior's pride,
in flight of Valkyrie.

Mouth is well of words,
in wisdom before knowledge,
and joy before hope.

Sun is seafarer,
sailing fish bath on sea horse,
in hope of safe shore.

Earth is bedfellow,
for cold corpses in leaf fall,
as friends go away.

Ride is well seated,
as mounted man travels far,
in strength of no strive.

Tir is tiny light,
showing travellers their way.
It will never fail.

Plant is earth fish,
seeking food on dry land,
thriving in water.

Torch is lively flame,
burning friendly and bright,
amongst honest men.

Birch is winged sprout,
spreading its lovely leaves,
touching heaven.

Kettle is first
coordinate, in sun clock
construction.

Gift of war is spoil.
Advise against virtue is fall.
Outlaws are homeless.

Steed is friend of elder,
and always helpful on move,
in horse hoof splendour.

Star is second
coordinate, in sun clock
construction.

Friendship is not true,
unless sorrow before joy
is fully paid.

Man is love of kin,
yet treacherous earthly flesh
stands wile before God.

Spear is vector
of gravity, in sun clock
construction.

Hailstorm is white grain,
whirling from roof of heaven,
turning to water.

Sea is dire straits,
riding sea horse unbridled,
in roaring waves.

Zodiac is sky scroll,
by round table, in calendar
construction.

Pain is broken heart,
for wrongdoers to take a look,
into themselves.

Ing rises in east,
seeding in earth and water,
settling into ground.

Stone is apple seed,
in Kingdom come Avalon,
sprouting anew.

